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Young Planners Group (YPG) is a group of energetic 
and ambitious young planners who care and want 
to plan for the future. 

Here we are glad to present to you our fourth newsletter. Time flies, 
the new YPG Committee 2012 is formed! More information of our 
committees will be shared in the Top Story section.
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Top Story - 2012 YPGC formed!
The handover! 

Time flies. The service period of Young Planners Group 
Committee 2010 to 2012 has come to an end. On 6 
Novermber 2012, an AGM of YPGC was held and the new 
YPGC serving 2012-2013 is formed. Without the hard 
work and enthusiasm from all of the previous committees, 
the YPGC would not have been such a success. 

Some of the highlights throughout the 2010 and 2012 
term include the following:

• Geopark trip to Sai Kung High Island Geopark Area;
• Outreach program to Kennedy Community Town 

Centre;
• Drama skills workshop; 
• Workshop on sharpening planning knowledge and 

presentation skills;
• Graffiti workshop;
• Christmas Party and fund raising for primary school;
• Cage housing visit;
• Career talk; and
• Mentorship program.   

Other regional planning activities include:
• Presentations at the Macau Planning Conference;
• Presentation at the 2011 and 2012 Annual National 

Planning Conferences;
• Participation in the Ripple Action; and
• Participation at 2012 HK and SZ Bi-city Biennale of 

Urbanism\Architecture. 

The committee also participated in the events organized 
by various professional groups and started to form bonds 
with institutes including the HKIS, HKIE, HK Law Society, 
CPS, HKICPA, CIArb etc.. 

The new YPGC aims to continue to facilitate professional 
development of young planners, provide a platform for 
professional and social exchange among young plan-
ners, promote HKIP and YPG’s social presence in Hong 
Kong, and experiment with a new community develop-
ment mode, the Asset Based Community Development 
(ABCD). The new YPGC will operate under a sub-com-
mittee system of four groups, including the professional 
development, public relations, recreational activities and 
advocacy. The New YPGC would like to show our deep-
est regards and appreciation to our predecessors. We will 
maintain the spirit of YPG devoted from our forerunners 
and serve the HKIP with enthusiasm in the planning pro-
fession. 
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A: Edwin Tang (Co-chairman)
B: Louis Cheung (Co-chairman)
C: Mathew Fung (Co-chairman)
D: Kate Kwok
E: Chi Keong Fung
F: Stephanie Chan
G: Charlotte Ng
H: Ivy Cheung

I: Ajyam Chan
J: Adrian To
K: Caroline Chan
L: Barton Leung
M: Hong Lau
N: Roy Chu
O: Edwin Choi

HKIP YPGC 2012

HKIP New YPGC 2012The handing over from our predecessors
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2.INTERVIEW WITH STEVEN & DANIEL
YPG Top 10  Assessment of Professional Competence (APC) candidates  

In the office of Planning Department, two young 
men are plugging away at their works. The two 
young men are both recently entitled ‘Top 10 APC 
candidates’ at RTPI. YPG came to their office and 
interviewed them to find out their success se-
crets!

Due to the historical ties and frequent communication be-
tween Britain and Hong Kong, most of the Hong Kong 
planners are members of Royal Town Planning Institute 
(RTPI). Every year approximately 500 licentiate members 
from all walks of life submit their application for Chartered 
membership of RTPI via the Assessment of Professional 
Competence (APC). The candidates submit a 5000 word 
application to demonstrate the skills and competencies of 
a professional planner they have obtained. This year, two 
HKIP student members, Steven and Daniel, are entitled 
‘Top 10 APC candidates’.

‘Following the guidance of APC is of the utmost impor-
tance.’ Steven said. Steven genuinely told us that he just 
prepared for the APC submission for two months. He 
chose some of the cases from log-book and elaborated 
them in very details in the written essay. As most of the 
assessors from RTPI are British who probably have no 
idea about the Hong Kong planning system, he suggests 
to Hong Kong candidates that they can explain briefly but 
succinctly the local planning system in footnotes. 

‘Candidates should demonstrate your skills and compe-
tencies wisely in the projects and cases.’ Daniel said. Sur-
prisingly, this was the second time Daniel submitted his 
application. Mistakes are stepping stones to success. ‘I 
got the reflection from RTPI and then revised my submis-
sion.’ Daniel said humbly. He prepared each entry for the 
log-book in every month and categorized his works care-
fully. He believes that illustrating the skills and competen-
cies like telling a story in the written essay did distinguish 
him from other candidates.

All roads lead to Rome. You can also create the APC sub-
mission in your own style. YPG congratulates Steven and 
Daniel again on becoming the Top 10 APC candidates, 
and we hope to see more ‘Top 10’ coming from Hong 
Kong in the future!

Profiles:
Left:
Steven Siu, BSc(City and Regional Plan), MA(Urban Design) 
Cardiff
Current Position: Assistant Town Planner, Planning Department

Right:
Daniel Tang, BSS(GRM) CUHK; MSc(Urban Plan) HKU
YPG committee member (2011-12)
Current Position: Assistant Town Planner, Planning Department
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3.THE PLANNING WEEK 
HKIP 2012 Special Event 

Organized by the HKIP and jointly sponsored by 
the Development Bureau, the Urban Renewal 
Authority and the British Council, the “Planning 
Week” (the Week) was held from 24-29 Septem-
ber featuring a series of exhibition, workshops, 
seminars and a whole-day conference on the 
theme Community Planning in Hong Kong. 

The Week began with the “Exhibition on Urban 
Planning: A Better City” at the newly opened City 
Gallery in Central. Winning projects of the HKIP 
Awards and other prominent works were exhib-
ited to the public for one month to showcase the 
best practices of our profession. 

Seminars and Workshops
Following the opening ceremony, a sharing session on the 
topic “Community Planning in Hong Kong : A Sharing on 
its Past, Present and Future” was held on Tuesday. Prof. 
Mee Kam Ng addressed the audience with a recapitula-
tion of the history of community planning in Hong Kong. 
You might be surprised to hear that community planning 
was first initiated by a group of planning students, at the 
then Centre of Urban Planning and Environmental Man-
agement (CUPEM) back in the early 2000s. It was fol-
lowed by the sharing from Ms. Betty Ho and Ms. Theresa 
Yeung on their recent experiences in conducting public 
engagement in both statutory and regional planning con-
texts. Last but not least, young planners George and Ca-
mille presented on their visions of community planning 
through a reflection on “discourse ethics”. Departing from 
the focus on effectiveness, it is through the direct partici-
pation of amateurs, universal access to information, with 
a deliberative discussion process and a genuine delega-
tion of authority that a discourse within a communication 
process can be regarded as ethical. 

Wednesday and Thursday were filled with invaluable 
seminars and workshops. On Wednesday afternoon, Mr. 
Nick Wates, nicknamed the “grandpapa of community 
planning in the UK”, gave a seminar titled “Community 
Planning Events: How to Organise a Successful One”. In 
the evening, HKIP joined hands with the Centre of Urban 
Studies of CUHK and Hong Kong Public Space Initia-
tive (HKPSI) in organizing a Placemaking and Commu-
nity Building Workshop for planners, district councilors, 
social workers and local people. HKPSI has very kindly 
shared their reflections on the workshop with us, for de-
tails please refer to p.7.

Dr. Wendy Sarkissian, acclaimed social planner and 
specialist in community engagement and housing, held a 
workshop with about 100 planning students and practitio-
ners on the topic “Responsible Community Engagement” 
on Thursday afternoon. She raised the issue of the “gate-
keeper’s frames of reference” which prevented experts 
(or planners in general) from understanding the values of 
different ways of thinking. She prompted changes among 
experts to abandon their preconceived notions/assump-
tions. Community planning, according to Dr. Sarkissian, 
should be an empowerment process which gives people 
agency through  acquisition of knowledge. On the same 
night, Ms. Liane Hartley, Director and Co-founder of 

Dr. Peter Cookson Smith, President of HKIP, giving the speech 
for the planning week

Mr. Jimmy Leung, Director of Planning, presenting the opening 
speech for the planning week

The 2012 Planning Week kicks off from here!
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MEND, presented on the topic “Building Social Intelli-
gence: Development the Social Enterprise Way”.  

Conference on Community Planning
Friday marks the climax of this Planning Week with a one-
day Conference on Community Planning. The Planning 
Conference was a huge success attracting more than 
250 participants from not only the planning profession. 
Architects, social workers, students from urban studies 
programmes and members of the general public all took 
part in the conference. 

One of the major insights from our keynote and panels 
speakers is the emphasis of community capacity building 
in effective community planning. Mr. Kevin Murray, Chair-
man of the Academy of Urbanism in the UK, highlighted 
the importance of trust-building, which would evolve into 
interest and involvement in local planning matters over 
time. He further pointed out that community involvement 
was closely linked to the establishment of credibility on 
the authority and expectation on the part of community. 
Both credibility and expectation are essential for the suc-
cessful delivery of planning outcomes.

On the other hand, innovative methods for interact-
ing with the community or even the entire city at large 
were introduced, including reconnaissance trips, design 
fest/buffet, open house events… just to name a few. In 
particular, the US experience in community planning as 
introduced by Professor Jeffrey Hou, Associate Profes-
sor and Chair of Department of Landscape Architecture 
at the University of Washington in Seattle, has provided 
some valuable lessons on how community planning can 
be run and financed. Given a strong sense of belonging 
and in turn a high level of commitment to their communi-
ties, community planning in Seattle was funded by means 
of a “matching fund”. Donations in terms of both money 
and volunteer hours were made by community members, 
and subsequently matched by Government grants. In this 
way, the community took on an active role to initiate the 
planning process in their neighbourhood.

Instead of the conventional way of brainstorming in an en-
visioning exercise, Dr. Wendy Sarkissian addressed the 
audience with a brand new approach – heartstorming. It 
refers to the use of reliable, tested and replicable guided 
imagery models from other disciplines to enhance com-
munity visioning processes. By encouraging participants 

to stay with images, values and emotions rather than 
rushing to implementation, Heartstorming could reach the 
depths of participants’ imagination, wisdom and knowl-
edge for later planning purposes.

On the last day of this memorable week, members took 
part in a sharing session and a post conference tour to 
Tai Kok Tsui with our guests on experiences of community 
engagement in planning. 

3.THE PLANNING WEEK (continue)
HKIP 2012 Special Event 

Dr. Peter Cookson Smith, president of HKIP, presenting 
souvenior to our Guest of Honor, Hon. M.P. Chan, Paul MH, 
JP(Secretary for Development)
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Recently there has been a lot of attention towards 
public space, but the focus has been on the politi-
cal side. Of course the political aspect is important 
but it is only one out of many dimensions of public 
space. The essence of public space is “public”, 
and as such it is imperative that public spaces 
can cater to the needs of people. That can be 
something as simple as a bench with shelter that 
allows people to take a seat and chat with each 
other. It is about interaction between people. 

It is true that Hong Kong people do not often spend time 
in the public spaces around us. This may not be because 
of the insufficiency of such places — public spaces are 
all around us. Apart from parks, streets and a tiny side-
walk are also our public spaces! In many occasions, a tiny 
change could make an impact! It’s all about creativity.

HKIP, HKCU and HKPSI have co-organized a Place-mak-
ing Workshop during the ‘Planning Week’. When people 
realize the importance of place-making and start to look 
around, they can make very good observation.  During 
the site audit in Wan Chai HKPSI found that people were 
very creative in identifying problems and coming up with 
fantastic suggestions, such as collaborating with HKAPA, 
which is right nearby, to co-organize street performances.

And this is why HKPSI aims to raise Hong Kong people’s 
awareness of public spaces and their benefits through 
providing information and a platform for ideas exchange. 
Other than the participation in the Place-making Work-
shop, HKPSI also organized events like a public seminar 
on waterfront promenades, and education projects with 
local schools etc.

With a series of carefully planned programs, HKPSI aims 
to enhance the community’s understanding of public 
space, and therefore encourage better use of this valu-
able asset. Believing public space can enhance the city’s 
sustainability through bonding populations, fulfilling recre-
ational needs and encouraging social interactions, HKPSI 
aspires to make Hong Kong a better living city for resi-
dents as well as an attractive destination for tourists and 
expatriates.

4.PLACE MAKING WORKSHOP
The Hong Kong Public Space Initiatives (HKPSI) 

Sharing similar believes on public space as a valuable as-
set, YPG will co-operate with HKPSI to hold events, work-
shops and education projects in the future. We attempt to 
bring the knowledge public space to the public and allow-
ing people to understand its significance. Stay tuned and 
see what is coming up! 
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To arouse children’s interest and awareness in planning 
matters, YPG organized the annual programme “Little 
Town Planners” with Caritas Mok Cheung Sui Kan Com-
munity Centre for children in Central and Western Dis-
trict. The first workshop in mid-August set off to provide 
a basic overview of the planning system in Hong Kong. 
In particular, we focused on issues relevant to their daily 
lives – open space planning in the neighbourhood.  Cen-
tral and Western District has long suffered from a lack 
of open space, the shortage was further intensified when 
open space/sitting-out areas/community facilities were 
displaced due to the construction of the West Island Line.  
As such, we did a sharing on examples of well-designed 
open spaces around the world and let the children design 
their own “dream parks”.

5.YPG EDUCATIONAL EVENTS
Little Town Planners (小小規劃師)

As a continuation to the first workshop, YPG organized a 
placemaking workshop with the same group of children 
on 17 September.  It began with a short briefing on the 4 
principles of placemaking: sociability, uses and activities, 
comfort and image as well as access and linkages. 11 
children were then divided into 3 groups to conduct place 
audit exercises in Belcher Street and Belcher Bay Park. 
To our surprises, the children came up with sophisticated 
proposals to improve the park, concerning aspects like 
the variety of uses, lightings and the use of floor materials 
etc.

After these two workshops, we met some of the partici-
pating children in a community forum regarding the re-
provisioned open space above the future Kennedy Town 
Station.  They all participated actively in the discussion 
and offered sensible suggestions. Through the series of 
planning-related events, they have not only acquired ba-
sic planning knowledge but also developed a sense of 
commitment to their community, which we believe would 
serve as the driving force for their continued involvement 
in local planning matters.

Young planner and our future urban planners! 
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YPGC has organized a visit to Yim Tin Tsai Village, a 
small island in Sai Kung, on 22 September, 2012. Dur-
ing the 19th Century, members of the Hakka Chan clan 
settled in the village. They practiced fishing, farming and 
salt-making for their living. Quite different from other his-
torical villages, all Yim Tin Tsai villagers are Catholics.

With the guide of a docent, we toured around the village 
to explore its unique Hakka and religious history and 
character. The Hakka style houses and the church are 
still kept in good condition. We also took a closer look on 
the salt fields to understand how they operate. 

We are very lucky to have a friendly and knowledgeable 
docent. He did not only tell us details about the history 
and development of the village, but to our surprise, he 
even explained the medical use of plants during our short 
hike. 

Being one of the major events of the YPG mentorship pro-
gramme this year, the visit to the Air Traffic Control facili-
ties and the new Civil Aviation Department (CAD) Head-
quarters was successfully held on 27 October, 2012. After 
a warm welcoming speech and a brief introduction given 
by the CAD officers, the participants, including the men-
tors and mentees of the programme, were divided into 
three groups to visit the existing Air Traffic Control Centre, 
the Control Tower, the Animated Control Tower Simulator 
and the SkyPier at Chak Lap Kok, where the Hong Kong 
International Airport is located.

With the experienced CAD staff being our docent, we vis-
ited the new CAD headquarters, which comprise of an 
Office and Training Block and a new Air Traffic Control 
Centre Building. New facilities, including a centralized 
examination area, aircraft accident investigation facilities, 
accommodation facilities, auditorium for conferences/
seminars and an educational path, were designed to suit 
the needs of the air traffic controllers and to educate the 
public with such professional knowledge on air traffic.
 
The new headquarters, located at the southeast corner 
of the Airport Island, were designed with the concept of 
“Sustainable, Environmentally Friendly and Educational 

6.VISIT TO YIM TIN TSAI  
YPG Events

7.VISIT TO HONG KONG INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
YPG Mentorship Events

During our lunch, we tried the famous Hakka snacks and 
chat with villagers there. Embracing with nature, the visit 
was a nice escape from the hustle and bustle of our busy 
city.

(SEED)”. Approaching the end of the visit, a representa-
tive from the architectural firm taking up the CAD Head-
quarters project gave us a short round-up presentation 
covering different aspects of this project, including con-
tract administration, architectural design concept, users’ 
requirements, and special designs on low-voltage vary-
ing-colour lightings and electrical supply during emer-
gency. The visit is considered a precious opportunity for 
planners to understand the design and management of 
our airport and other supporting facilities located within 
proximity.
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8.VISIT TO THE EKEO
YPG Events

Over the years, the area of Kowloon East (KE) has been 
witnessing a steady transformation, starting from the 
rapid industrial growth during the heyday of Hong Kong’s 
manufacturing industry to an area that had lost most of 
its vibrancy and livelihood during the relocation of the 
manufacturing base to the mainland. Today, with the de-
mand for quality office space from the booming financial 
and service sectors, various high grade office buildings 
and retail centres are emerging in KE. With the support 
from the community, the Energizing Kowloon East Office 
(EKEO) was thus set up to capitalize upon the opportunity 
to kick start the transformation of Kowloon East, and a 
preparatory team was set up to take forward these initia-
tives and to embark on the immediate tasks pertaining to 
the transformation of Kowloon East. 

On 8 August 2012, Mr. K.K. Ling (Head) and Ms. Vivian 
Lai invited YPG for a seminar on the latest works of the 
EKEO, followed by a tour of innovative EKEO building 
constructed from recycled freight containers as well as 
the Kwun Tong Stage 1 Promenade. As a champion of 
sustainability, the EKEO building is the first temporary of-
fice building that is provisionally given the Building En-
vironmental Assessment Method (BEAM) Plus Platinum 
rating with various environmental benefits, which includes 
energy saving, water conservation and waste reduction. 
Overall, participants were rewarded with an enriching 
experience, where horizons were expanded in how plan-
ners can facilitate the transformation of the city in a non-
conventional and sustainable manner. Much thanks to our 
hosts from EKEO and we hope to participate in more of 
the upcoming EKEO events!

The well-known underbridge structure in Kwun Tong, Energiz-
ing Kowloon East Office

Young planners attending the event

Young planners attending the event

Mr. K.K. Ling, head of EKEO, introducing the building to us
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9.ANNUAL NATIONAL PLANNING CONFERENCE 2012  
Diversity and Tolerance 

Urban Planning Society of China (UPSC) is the para-
mount national planning professional body in China. 
UPSC organizes international and regional programmes 
emphasized on planning policy research contributing to 
government decision-making. It also acts as a think tank 
to major China planning development issues. UPSC has 
a wide range of publications on China urban planning 
studies and planning education.

UPSC organized the Annual National Planning Con-
ference 2012, which is the biggest and most important 
planning conference in China.  In the past few years, the 
attendance of the conference has been around 2,500 
professionals and HKIP has actively participated in this 
annual important event.  Members of YPG, with kind sup-
port from HKIP council members, participated in the An-
nual National Planning Conference 2012 organized by 
the UPSC. The conference was held in Kunming from 17 
to 19 October this year with “Diversity and Tolerance” as 
the title. Similiar to last year, YPG organized a three-hour 
break-up session. Our presentation topic was “Diversity, 
Inclusiveness and livability” which aims to show how di-
versity will affect the inclusiveness and livability of a city 
from different aspects, including population policy, hous-
ing & land supply policy and urban design policy. 12 YPG 
members helped in preparing the presentation materials 
while 9 of them presented in the conference in Kunming. 
Ideas and knowledge were exchanged. Scholars from 
Beijing, Shanghai,  Guangzhou, Shenzhen and Macau 
shared their experience and views on the three aspects 
via presentations and sharing session. 

This is how professional we are

The venue, Yunnan Haigeng Hall (雲南海埂會堂)

The theme of this year, “Diversity and Tolerance”

The presentation was well received with around 100 at-
tendees showing their interests and showed up in our 
presentation section. YPG are glad of the outcome. We 
would like to give our sincere thanks to our seniors who 
act as sponsors and advisors in supporting YPG mem-
bers not only financially but also mindfully to direct the 
presentation to the right track throughout the preparation 
period.
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10.NENT New Development Areas -
Planning and Engineering Study Stage 3 Public Engagement

As included in one of the Ten Major Infrastructure Proj-
ects in 2007, the NENT NDAs Planning and Engineering 
Study was commenced in 2008. It aims to cater for the 
increasing demand for housing and employment aroused 
from the population growth and economic development in 
Hong Kong.

To facilitate public participation in the planning process, 
the Study consists of a 3-stage Public Engagement (PE) 
programme. The first two stages PE exercises were com-
pleted in early 2009 and early 2010 respectively. The final 
stage PE began in mid-June 2012 and ended in Septem-
ber. A study forum was held to gather the public views 
on the Recommended Outline Development Plans and 
related issues about the Study.

The forum was held at the lawn at Po Wan Road, Sheung 
Shui on 22 September. Various concerned parties and 
stakeholders participated in the event and keenly ex-
pressed their opinions on the development proposals. Ma-
jor concerns include the integration of the new town and 
the Mainland, preservation of the active agricultural lands 
as well as the compensation and relocation arrangement 
for the affected residents. Some local groups considered 
the Study should be halted or even withdrawn as they 
claimed the NDAs will be developed a backyard for afflu-
ent Mainlanders. Also, with the large vacant land reserve 
of 2,100 hectares of “Residential” or “Commercial/Resi-
dential” land in Hong Kong, they insisted that there should 
be sufficient land supply for housing development. 

The Government responded that the three NDAs will 
provide 53,800 residential units. Over 40% of that will be 
public rental units, which are scheduled to be developed 
in phases from the year 2022 onwards. In addition, the 
figure of the land reserve has taken into the account of 
about 1,200 hectares of “Village Type Development” land 
plus 420 hectares of roads and man-made slopes, which 
are not suitable for housing development and are inad-
equate for addressing the housing demand. The Govern-
ment reinstated that the NDAs will be the major source 
to provide land supply to address the housing needs of 
Hong Kong residents. Small and medium-size flats will be 
provided with the application of the “Hong Kong people, 
Hong Kong land” policy to safeguard the rights and bene-
fits of the local residents.  In addition, the Study estimates 
that 52,000 employment opportunities will be provided to 
maintain the local economic development. It was stressed 
that the entire planning process has no intention to estab-

lish a new town for the Mainland. 

In regards to the needs of the affected residents, it was 
said that the existing compensation and rehousing policy 
will be reviewed to provide better arrangement for facilitat-
ing site clearance in future implementation process. For 
the preservation of the agricultural activities, the Agricul-
ture, Fisheries and Conservation Department will provide 
assistance in renting farmland and rehabilitating farming 
activities to the affected farmers. The Government ad-
dressed that the Study aims to minimize the impacts on 
the existing residents.

Upon the completion of final stage of PE, the Government 
will make proper adjustments to the development propos-
als by considering all the public views received. Detailed 
technical assessments will also be prepared before im-
plementation of the development. The amended Outline 
Zoning Plans covering the NDAs will be submitted to the 
Town Planning Board and public comments will be invited 
before the approval by the Chief Executive. The whole 
statutory process will take about 11 months. Stay tuned 
for the updates!

Themes of the three NDAs
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11.Kai Tak Development -
Hey, Sports Hub or more Housing Blocks at Kai Tak?

The rumour regarding the relocation of the Sports Hub for 
future housing provision at Kai Tak redevelopment area 
has raised public awareness recently. After the relocation 
of Hong Kong International Airport from Kai Tak to Chek 
Lap Kok in 1998, a massive piece of vacant land for re-
development has been offered at the metro core of east 
Kowloon. The Kai Tak redevelopment is a huge and com-
plex development project as it contains over 320 hectares 
of land with Victoria Harbour at frontage.

The Sports Hub proposal

The Sports Hub, originally planned to be located at the 
western side of the old Kai Tak Airport’s North Apron, was 
estimated to cost approximately HK$19 billion to construct 
a main stadium with 45,000 seats and a retractable roof, a 
secondary stadium with 5,000 seats, and an indoor aquat-
ic arena along with other leisure, commercial and recre-
ational facilities. The proposal for the Sports Hub, which 
has been brought to the discussion table since September 
2004, has gone through three stages of public consulta-
tion exercises, including workshops, forums and displays, 
during the Kai Tak Planning Review. Along with revitalizing 
the surrounding districts, the plan was aimed to ensure the 
development is sustainable with the provision of parks and 
gardens, world-class sports complex, runway precinct and 
cruise terminal

Why locating the Sports Hub in Kai Tak?

Having the relocation schedule of the airport from Kai Tak 
to Chak Lap Kok released, a feasibility study to redevelop 
the land of the former Kai Tak Airport was commissioned 
in 1998, with a revised scheme formulated in 2001. Rec-
lamation of land on one side of the airport runway had 
been included in the preliminary proposal. However, after 
the decision that “no reclamation permitted within the (Vic-
toria) harbor without there being demonstrable overriding 
public need” was made by the Court of Final Appeal, the 

Kai Tak Planning Review, which commissioned in the year 
of 2004, was undertaken by the Planning Department with 
the aim to review the initial development scheme in a com-
prehensive manner with “no reclamation” as the starting 
point. 

Together with the vision and goals highlighted in the Plan-
ning Study on the Harbour and its Waterfront Area carried 
out in 1999, the waterfront development area was aimed 
to “provide tourism/recreation uses which can benefit from 
waterfront access priority in the inner Harbour while bal-
ancing the needs of other uses”, the Multi-purpose Sports 
Stadium proposal was considered to be one of the devel-
opment components highlighted in public consultations. 

With the overwhelming support from the majority of respon-
dents in the public participation exercises and a few points 
to concern, such as the queries on site area, future sports 
policy, utilization, financial and procurement aspects, the 
Preliminary Outline Development Plan was refined and the 
Sports Hub proposal has been finalized as one of the key 
development proposals to become the future “anchor” of 
the entire Kai Tak Development in the Planning Review, 
with the statutory Kai Tak Outline Zoning Plan, involving 
a mix of community, housing, business, tourism and infra-
structural uses, approved by Chief Executive in Council on 
6th November, 2007.

Sports Hub to give way for housing develop-
ment?

The idea exhibited in the final stage of Kai Tak Planning 
Review is based on the concept to plan for a quality living 
environment with low to medium density and abundance 
of open space at the urban core that will be able to ac-
commodate around 90,000 people. Though there were 
public comments suggesting the Sports Stadium can be 
alternatively located in the New Territories or elsewhere 
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in the Kai Tak Development areas, the final location of the Sports Complex was decided to remain at the western part 
of ex-Kai Tak Airport’s North Apron.

However, recently, a member of the Long-term Housing Strategy Steering Committee, Mr. Michael Choi Ngai Min, 
suggested that 70,000 new homes could be provided if the proposed sports facilities is withdrew. Speculations and 
rumours on whether the sports hub planned in Kai Tak Planning Review would be relocated have spread through the 
entire society. Representatives from various sports community, including the Legislative counsellor Mr. Ma Fung Kwok 
from the Sports, Performing Arts, Culture and Publication Functional Constituency, voiced out their concerns and op-
posed to the “relocation of Sports Hub” proposal.

Though the Executive Secretary and the Secretary for Home Affairs, Mrs. Carrie Lam Cheng Yuet Ngor and Mr. Tsang 
Tak Sing, told the public respectively that the implementation of Sports Hub at Kai Tak is still as what it had been pro-
posed, before the actual commencement of the Sports Hub project, the Sports Hub proposal may still be subject to 
refinement, adjustment, or even relocation. If you want to know the latest news on the Kai Tak Development, please 
keep an eye on the YPG newsletter in the future!

11. Kai Tak Development (continue) -
Hey, Sports Hub or more Housing Blocks at Kai Tak?

WHAT IS NEXT?
YPGC will gather up planners who love running! We plan 
to organize running prastices for the coming Standard 
Chartered Hong Kong Marathon 2013. Interested party 
please contact us by sending email to ypg.hkip@gmail.
com or sending us an inbox message through our face-
book page! 

YPG is committed to build closer ties with the community we serve 
and we encourage young planners to participate in social services 
for the under-privileged. This year YPG’s Christmas party will con-
tinue and offer to underprivileged kids from grassroot families and 
we hope this event will let all of us be more mindful, generous and 
loving during this season of giving. 

FOR MORE... FIND US ON FACEBOOK
 

Search ‘ HKIP Young Planners Group ’ or simply click 

Please feel free to visit us at http://www.facebook.com/hkypg 


